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Dear Sir/Madam 

RESPONSE OF THE CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT (CICM) TO:  DEPARTMENT FOR 

BUSINESS, ENERGY & INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY (BEIS) – CORPORATE TRANSPARENCY & REGISTER REFORM 

The Chartered Institute of Credit Management (CICM) is the largest recognised professional body in the world 

for the credit management community. Formed 80 years ago, the Institute was granted its Royal Charter in 

2014.  Representing all areas of the credit and collections lifecycle, it is the trusted leader and expert in its 

field providing its members with support, resources, advice, and career development as well as a networking 

and interactive community. In addition to its comprehensive suite of qualifications and learning 

opportunities, events and magazine ‘Credit Management’, the CICM administers the Prompt Payment Code 

for BEIS. Independently, and through collaboration with business organisations, it provides vital advice to 

businesses of all sizes on how best to manage cashflow and credit. 

CICM members hold important, credit-related appointments throughout industry and commerce, and we 

feel it appropriate to comment on this consultation. We referred this paper to one of our members who has 

extensive experience in credit management, particularly within the field of fraud and matters arising from 

this area. We attach the comments received from our member as a verbatim document.  

If we can help in any further way please do not hesitate to contact us. 
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Glen Bullivant FCICM 

Chair of Technical Committee  
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Corporate Transparency and Register Reform 2019 

These are independent thoughts and are a result of working in Credit Management for the past 

35 Years and using the Companies House facility consistently. 

As quoted by Kelly Tolhurst M.P. a new business is registered every 75 seconds therefore 

implementation speed is imperative.   

Firstly it is good to note that all my concerns regarding new companies in the UK have been 

raised in this document although it does feel somewhat woolly.  

There needs to be an overall feeling of strength and commitment to the reform, it is far too easy 

for anyone from any country to set up false companies using false information.  

Q1. Yes. Q2 Yes. Q3 Yes. Details below; 

Identity verification, this is probably the most significant positive change the Companies Register 

could offer. The three principles which go towards setting up a fraudulent company are as we 

know; 

 No Proof of ID 

 The use of virtual addresses 

 Digital Businesses 

The major cause of fraud through Companies House is the lack of vetting & ID Checking. Linking 

API software and intelligence is paramount to make it a safer navigation for legitimate 

businesses.  

A virtual address register with API plugin, although sounds like an impossibly difficult area to 

police, would be an asset. There are many legitimate businesses using virtual addresses but the 

area is being abused.  

IP address capture is a useful signature in standard business checking for corporates now and 

isn’t going to be that far away as a general vetting go to tool, it may prove to be an area of 

consideration to have prior to any changes to legislation.  

I have examples which show information on companies house and it is the same on one of the 

biggest credit professions in the industry, where an individual has set up their company and then 

supported their business by sending the same false accounts consecutively, as businesses 

remain unchecked this was not identified by either companies house or the credit professional 

selling on the information.  

Section A Para 51 & 52 – PRO  - ID verification at point of setting up & registry, then throughout 

the life of the business would be a great step forward. CON To leave this element to a third party 

i.e. corporate vetting, banks, credit report providers takes us nowhere further forward, easy 

fraud is still an option. 



How would you check a bank account in real terms? Unless a payment is made through it, there 

is no proof that there is a bank account, if a statement is supplied showing UK transactions it can 

be easily falsified therefore is not concrete proof unless a payment is made.  

All plastic bank cards are easily reproduced, names and details on bank statements can be 

photo-shopped producing proof of a bank account doesn’t prove anything.  If the business had 

to pay their corporation fees through a UK bank account that would assist but this can also be 

manipulated. 

Which comes first the bank account or the business? (Chicken and Egg Scenario).  

Section A Para 53 & 54. PRO Completely agreed, networked information is the way to go – and 

most definitely towards the individual setting up the company.  

PRO If the process is digital then collection and collation of the ID and IP address at the same 

time would be beneficial.  

CON Noting that there is the option to merge through many different devises could make this 

problematic, the origin of the IP can come from the source of the providers giving an indication 

of where they are based and what is open to their country. We used to use .com for global, 

.co.uk from the UK and various others across the world, maybe this kind of thing could be re-

introduced in the longer term.  

When it comes to ID there are finger print options now for phones, laptops and tablets, how 

about introducing this in to the application? Then if it was a person of dubious nature with 

history the finger prints could be flagged directly to policing bodies, this should not be clouded 

by Data Protection or GDPR. An Innocent party would be happy with the added security.  

Section B. Q4 

Yes digital – if networked is the best way going forward, a formal sign off in person would be 

great but we would need a Companies House office in every city – unless this could be organised 

through the post office similar to the DVLA signature. Verification that they are the person in the 

photograph of a proven Passport / Driver’s License, with the registration number crosschecked, 

and a professional signature. 

Q5 I cannot see any issues this would raise with the government as it is a similar procedure to 

obtain a passport already in this country. The Post Office used to be the most local option for 

individuals but in their absence then a Doctor or maybe a school? 

Q6 If all companies send their findings through to companies house to prove due diligence 

companies house will be inundated with the same information over and over again. A file on one 

company which supplies a small item to a large market will be on the procurement books of a lot 

of companies, i.e. stationary, packaging, printer materials all daily items used but a lot of 

businesses all of whom would have checked out their regular supplier. The potential for overload 

is massive when it comes to data storage.  



If this amount of data is held securely on servers, rather than in the cloud as this offers more 

safety, it will be a large cost for outlay, support and maintenance. Where would this funding 

come from.  

If companies House regulations state that professional due diligence needs to come from a 

professional body then more costs will be incurred by the smaller businesses, much of this 

information is then to be used by Companies House which means that the onus is on the small 

business to fund Companies House and it’s new digital era. There may be an outcry.  

If companies house could be trusted, which it isn’t at the moment they would not need the 

additional expenditure.  

Q7 Yes, I understand this question to mean either; 

i) Third party = Credit Reference Agent, Individual = potential Director. Yes I do, see examples 

enclosed regarding where due diligence hasn’t been carried out by the credit agent and the 

information has been sold on to the unsuspecting business who luckily were vigilant enough to 

look further than the credit score.  

Or ii) Accountants and Legal firms, cannot be trusted as some of my previous experience has 

shown that both accountants and legal firms have been set up when unqualified and teams of 

unscrupulous businesses have been set up, a recent case was McKay in Manchester Property 

Fraud ring, two members of which were working for the local council and are still employed as 

such. The conveyancer worked on 80 property deals, see Scott Rowbotham.  

Further investigation around this case also showed a link to the murder of two police women by 

close relationships. The third party agent here is just as capable of fraud if not more so and who 

would sign them off?  

Q8 & 9 Yes, third party agents need to show more information especially when filing on behalf of 

others. Both parties should show diligence, the agent needs to ensure that they are firstly 

compliant themselves, verified qualification, ID, IP, Liability Insurance Documents (Public or 

Limited Liability) plus their data security compliance once they are fully verified then they can 

verify or file on behalf of another business party. They need to be fully registered before they 

can assist others. 

Q10 Yes i) A director is head of a company, which not only complies with fraud laws but also the 

responsibility of it’s staff for compliance, and also for Health and Safety standards. The 

importance of being a Director has been significantly reduced in the last 30 years. This is why I 

mentioned Liability Insurances above. If the Director is fit to run a company and employ people 

within that company they should be in full compliance with laws, whether or not it is a painter & 

decorator or a banker. They are the responsible party and the standards need to reflect that. 

ii) Yes definitely it will be much harder more costly and time consuming to remove an individual 

as a Disqualified Director than if they are not appointed in the first place. Criminal or Civil 

charges after the fact are not ideal for any of the injured parties in the meantime.  



Q11 This question requires a deeper process as there are complications here. As a person with 

significant control should be treated in the same manner as a Director.  Responsibilities to the 

company could be higher than the Director in some cases and in others under the Board of 

Directors. Tricky.  

Q12 this is repetitive. See my answers above reference McKay.  

Q13 This would be a mammoth task if undertaken, it would depend on the role which 

Companies House would play in the information and if AI (Artificial Intelligence) was used in 

place of human eyes. If AI was used then yes, alternatively Companies House would have to 

employ a huge amount of staff at a cost to the public. It would be idea to see everyone verified – 

it would also help to identify companies which are dormant and can be closed down, I suspect 

there are thousands.  

There is no reason why active companies can’t verify themselves at the point of the next VAT 

return or Year End e.g. 2021 if everything is digital.  

The main reason for this is that if not followed up and the back log of current directorships are 

not verified then the whole register of businesses is still in question. If businesses are still using 

Companies House for their own due diligence then unverified directors would be alienated and a 

verified director would have more ‘clearance’ with the team as either a potential supplier or 

customer. This would also incur further costs to credit reference agencies who would have to 

undertake full manual verifications – which in turn would push the cost up to businesses. 

Q14 & 15 Yes more information regarding Share Holders should appear on the register, maybe 

not all of them but those holding a significant amount of share for the company. Corporations 

have small investors with £500 or less, and when they are a global firm this amount of 

information is lot to hold on to and unrealistic to police as it may only be relevant for a snap shot 

in time and could change in 5 minutes, if these changes need to be reported with every change, 

the companies would be flooded in paper work. I think there should be a percentage levy on the 

reporting i.e. someone with over 15% of the value of the company share register. This could be 

more realistic than 5%.  (I am not proficient in the area of shareholder ownership levels so I am 

possibly wrong here)  

Q16 Confidentiality is an issue here, many people do not want all of their personal transactions 

to be known to the world and there are also security issues. I go with the suggestion of optional 

substantiated by flagging.  

Q17 ID verification is a better Identifier than a unique number. There is less opportunity for 

error. 

Q18 Only in extenuating circumstances should residential addresses by used. If a contractor 

needs an address he can call the business not rely on companies house. A personal Life is 

separate from a business life and there are major security issues here, i.e. Family legal reasons, 

child law, ID theft, these are all serious reasons. The information can be requested and kept but 

should not be open publicly.  



Section B  

Q19 Yes It needs more powers to request proof before any new entries or changes are made. 

Evidence is very appropriate!  

Q20 Yes. Evidence is required.  

Q21 Yes, and why not request that for a ‘small’ charge when the Accountant or legal entity open 

up and register their own company as a verifier and are verified suitably themselves, that they 

pay for a membership & license to use the software to upload verified documents and filings 

thereafter? Then they would indeed have a specific identifier by license number and or 

membership number.  

Q22 yes they should only be able to do it once, when investigating other companies I have seen 

them put off their accounts for long terms when they are actually dormant but want to look to 

other people as though they are still trading. A recent one I looked at had been reported for 

strike off 3 times but had electronically swooped in at the last minute – another fraud case. 

Q23 At least check for duplication. People have sent in the same set of accounts year on year but 

just changed the dates, this is Tax Fraud amongst others. The filing person needs to be checked 

on entry, are they registered, if Companies House are considering intelligent software, would it 

be able to read the filing report numbers? Do they add up? What are the possibilities here? Could 

it set up a flag when the numbers are duplicated from the last filing. This would be an extremely 

useful tool.   

Q24 I cannot offer an opinion on this one as I have no relevant experience in the area and 

cannot see the full potential of either lack of information or to much un warranted information.  

Q25 yes keep them for 20 years. Main reason = Repetition, people, directors naming history and 

audit, charging orders against buildings, businesses and historic ownership etc. Actually there 

are a lot of reasons why. Longer terms could be used if the capacity for archive retrieval was 

available.  

Q26 It is appropriate to have a front end / public & back end / Private. The verification doesn’t 

need to be public as this would give too much access to information and therefore open a 

substantial door to further fraud by people pretending to be who they are not and ID theft. 

Q27 Agreed, a Director’s occupation is not usually required unless it is of a nature that would be 

deemed as inappropriate to the law. Child protection, Public Health Care, some situations 

require it a part of employee verification therefore with certain types of new companies maybe 

certain areas could be made mandatory, especially around social work.  

Q28 Yes and for the Identity Theft reasons as listed.  

Q29 Yes a transgender identity issue, most people would not like it to be known that they are 

transgender do to personal safety matters reference the general public. They should be able to 

supress this information to the ‘back end’.  



Q30 This information is useful for cash recovery reasons and previous addresses no matter 

where they are should be available in credit reporting but not to the general public.  

Q31 Signing of contracts, if you implemented the idea above of using membership and licenses 

with reference numbers then the signature can be authenticated against contracts, when the 

individual is absent but again not open to the public and in this case not open to credit reference 

agencies. I have used this in the past to authenticate extended credit signatory ID to ensure that 

the document coming back was really signed by the required person and not an unauthorised 

party especially when the delivery address is in question. Samples of authorised signatures are 

held in my own files as a rule as part of the procedure when setting up new accounts. 

Q32 yes, the obvious being in the sets already listed above, new businesses with prison records, 

should someone who has a record of brutality against the elderly be able to open their own 

company delivering meals on wheels? There are some very clear historic legal issues / incidents 

here, i.e.; 

 A paedophile opening a cleaning business around schools. (In fact he was a caretaker)  

 Doctors who have been struck off opening a small private practice. 

 Convicted AML / Fraudsters opening accounting or law businesses 

There are definite public safety issues in certain areas. 

Q33 AML cases need to be reported to Companies House, many of the investigations I have 

undertaken have shown that the individuals who have been involved in fraud tend to have a 

network of different company links in companies house and it is enlightening when these are 

followed up. I have found through manual investigations that addresses and linked directors 

flourish and use a slightly different name, but same address and various different methods, 

Companies house need to have the information dropped through so these can be investigated 

further and passed to the correct authority. The information required will be at least the 

individual’s name, alias’s DOB and any addresses. The companies linked to AML once they have a 

certain level of material proof could then be frozen whilst investigations are undertaken. The 

investigations need to be taken up quickly in order that innocent cases do not cease trading 

during months of investigations. Proving innocence in AML takes just as long as proving guilt.  

Q34 Yes There are many links which could be used as a part of AI for law enforcement agencies. 

Credible Criteria such as post codes which need to be on all documents could be flagged if it is a 

property of interest with law enforcement especially modern slavery investigations, addresses 

which have been used in previous cases (Sounds odd but I have come across addresses which 

were used on many occasions for different businesses none of which were reputable). 

Q35 See answer previously. The only point is that the Jurisdiction & Banking should remain with 

the UK if the company is registered in the UK. 

Q36 Certificates of good standing do not mean much these days. It is dependant on criteria 

which is never listed, as a credit manager I do not take these certificates seriously. More areas 

where action is warranted, probably more policing powers definitely. Having an automated 

portal where our finding can be posted against a company to the Companies House team to 



investigate and then can be sent straight through to a regulator would be most useful. There are 

many examples of companies using false information. One of which is listed in my examples list 

(enc). I can only add in their details and leave it to companies house to look in to them further 

and see if they find the same results as I did. I hold screen shots taken at the time of 

investigation but these cannot be used at this stage however, I can confirm findings if these 

examples are investigated.  

Q37 YES. This needs to be brought in line with company legislation around all business types. 

This is an area which opens up unscrupulous opportunity for false accounting partnerships and 

legal teams who have never proven themselves anywhere. Very poor situation at the moment. I 

have found an illegal partnership in accounting that were working on behalf of quite a few 

fraudulent companies in the past. They put forward false accounts regularly.  

Q38 This needs to be taken up by teams at Lexis Nexis and various other bodies and should be a 

separate series of questions. There are many reasons why this could / should happen. All 

agencies listed should have greater powers especially HMRC and tax evasion issues.  

Q39 Definitely, especially when using virtual addresses, and say that they are global when 

actually they are working from a bed room somewhere, claiming to be in New York, London, 

Paris, Munich etc. This is just the craziest thing I have seen.  

Q40 A cap should be introduced, even for filing agents, they only remain a Director for a short 

space of time therefore they would  be encouraged to finalise the company set up by getting the 

correct person in place asap or face a fine!  

Q41 No even very large teams of accountants and solicitors etc need to ensure that all 

documentation is done on time and completed professionally.  

Q42 Yes, there was a case recently where a company long established – over 80 years with very 

good reputation had a similar named company open up a financial services opportunity on the 

same road and still in view of the original business, resting on the longstanding reputation of the 

first company then engaged in business, this could easily be prevented with basic AI technology. 

Yes!  

Q43 The only way this would work is if there were certain criteria which had to be accomplished 

for a company to receive a certificate. There would need to be an expiry date as not all 

businesses trade for ever and they fluctuate and falter but also expand. Criteria accreditation 

would change.  

Q44 I am not familiar with fraud instances ref Good Standing Cert’s. Most businesses tend to use 

the credit reference agency reports. One of these certificates is only useful to show a company is 

registered in a different country that the Credit Ref Agency doesn’t have access to. When I have 

seen these certificates I still do not offer credit as it means nothing in reality – no indication of 

size or development. When there is no criteria listed what is the point of the ‘Good Standing’ 

Comment? 

 



Question; what is the proposal of disqualified directors? The Bankruptcies, insolvencies the 

continuous traders and business owners that set up a new company a year later and obtain 

credit and goods and then move to voluntary liquidation or bankruptcy.  

There are laws but when they were changed it changed the status from a 5 year exemption to a 

1 year meaning they were free to undertake the same activity again and without cross 

referencing by companies house how would they know?  

A serial Bankrupt or company voluntary wind up Director needs to be disqualified for life and the 

ability to do this should also be linked to civil law for disqualification and referral to criminal law. 

Fraud & theft charges apply.  

Supporting examples; 

Please see examples referred to. All of these have been investigated manually and were found to 

be lacking in various areas. It may be worth Companies House team looking in to these and 

investigating the links and filings; 

Titchfield Group Ltd 05995931 Dissolved 18/09/2018 Media House Sopers Road, Cuffley, 

Potters Bar, Hertfordshire, EN6 4RY – also listed as the address below.  

Titchfield HRS LLP OC367666 Liquidated 28/06/2013 69-85, Tabernacle Street, London, England, 

EC2A 4RR 

Titchfield Group submitted the same accounts consecutively; they have many companies 

networked in various ways. Also it states on Companies House today that they are still hold the 

green active button - but also liquidation.  

McKay https://www.todaysconveyancer.co.uk/main-news/conveyancer-jailed-following-property-

fraud-money-laundering/ 

Venus Global Ltd – Piers Hagon – Seychelles Very in-depth example – UK tel Number. This one 

also used established companies on their website as legitimate business partners.   

UK Address for: Webease Inc Ltd Info@webease.netSamuel Azeez  - Consultant Business 

Solutions 10428935 See Address on google maps No 53. Listed on Co’s House as Software Dev & 

IT.  

 

Real Company in Spain, real website -webease.eu -What do they do? They install Web Television  

IPTV 

US– Greensmart Décor - Ricardo Viso based in Austin in Texas. Set up a new business after being 

convicted of Money Laundering. Approached UK company for a marketing project. Located 

through a manual Media check as there wasn’t enough information on SOS sites & the US Credit 

Report held nothing for the company (Because it was new?). 
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